
Bina Maya | An exclusive wedding experience in the 
beautiful Margaret River Region

We can offer you exclusive use of our property and combine it with the 
regions newest luxury 5 star accommodation. Paired with our preferred 

suppliers, prepare to have the intimate wedding of your dreams 

Bina Maya Intimate Occasions | Stay in Luxury | binamaya.com



Bina Maya Yallingup Escape is set amongst 7.5 acres of 

beautiful native Australian bushland. The award 

winning luxury 5 star accredited self catering retreat 

takes advantage of the most beautiful forest views and 

stunning light. The architecturally designed 

accommodation, Villa and Residence, newly built in 

2018 by master builder of the year Adrian Zorzi are 

modern & spacious with a Scandinavian influence. The 

ultimate escape.

Whether you’re craving a romantic retreat or time 

away with family and friends, Bina Maya Yallingup 

Escape’s luxury self catering accommodation will not 

disappoint.
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Bina Maya Yallingup Escape has the perfect 
combination of luxury accommodation and 

beautifully landscaped grounds for your special 
event or intimate wedding.

Whether you’re wanting to book an intimate 
occasion of 30 people or less, or simply require 

wedding accommodation for you and your bridal 
party or perhaps a romantic honeymoon, we can 

cater to your needs.

Combined with our preferred providers your 
perfectly styled event will be a breeze to 

organise.

Hire a chef or catering that reflects your own 
personal style. Enjoy a private dining experience, 

intimate wedding ceremony & reception, 
recovery lunch on the deck; or cocktails at 

sunset on the lawn or deck area with freedom to 
handpick the most beautiful wine of the region 

to compliment your food.

Our Residence and Villa are the perfect 
combination for wedding accommodation, for 

the bride and groom, bridal party, family 
members or close friends.
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-Exclusive use of the property and venue hire which includes
-Wine barrels (for use as high tables) and bar stools
-Arbour
-chairs for ceremony 
-Choice of multiple intimate options around the property for your occasion 
-Special discounts with preferred suppliers
- Accommodation for up to 12 people as indicated below:

Accommodation :Minimum 2-night's accommodation: in the 2 bedroom luxury Villa (max 4 people 
may stay in the Villa overnight)  and in the Residence (max 8 people may stay in the Residence 
overnight). Bookings of 3 nights or more include a bonus extra night in the luxury villa for the bride 
and groom

*Cost does not include wedding planning services and essential furnishing/crockery/lighting hire/set 
up

*Packages not available between Dec 21-Jan 6 , Easter & Gourmet Escape Weekend.
*Packages between Jan 6-15th have a 7 night minimum 
*Winter specials of stay 4 nights pay 3 nights accommodation are available subject to restrictions & 
availability for bookings between May-Sept 

General Pricing (please enquiry with specific dates)

•2  nights $5380

•3 nights  $6830 

•4 nights $8100
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“My Partner and I had our wedding at Bina Maya Yallingup Escape and it was an absolute dream. 

We booked before viewing the property as Sara’s quick replies to our emails and ease in answering any questions 
gave us confidence from day 1, after viewing the property before the wedding we were blown away. As soon as we 
arrived we could see how much planning and effort went into designing the beautiful homes which feel like luxury. 
Sara was so flexible throughout the planning and our on wedding day, we really could not have asked for anything 
more. The days before and after the wedding were just as fantastic as Bina Maya really is a perfect escape, apart 
from the kangaroo visitors you feel like you have the place to yourself. We can’t wait to be back!“

“Kara and I held our intimate wedding at Bina Maya, the ceremony was held on the grassed area on the edge of 
the bushland followed by dinner on the balcony of the main residence with 16 of our immediate family and it was 
absolutely perfect. We couldn't have asked for a more beautiful location and venue. Sara and Tim were so 
generous with their time and went above and beyond for us all weekend. We can't thank them enough for their 
efforts and help in making our wedding so amazing. Kara and I keep reflecting back to our wedding and stay at 
Bina Maya and talking about how incredible it was, it is such a special place and we can't wait to visit again for our 
one year anniversary or maybe sooner as I'm not sure we can wait a whole year before visiting again”

“Bina Maya was an absolutely beautiful venue for our intimate wedding. The accommodation is luxurious and Sara 
was very happy to make any little idea we had happen, so our day was completely personalised. We felt we got a 
lot more than just a place to get married, as Sara was very helpful with recommendations and getting us organised 
for our special day! “

“Amazing luxurious villa!
My partner and I stayed for 3 nights in the villa and it couldn't have been more perfect.
Everything is thought of in this villa! From the fireplace to the heated floors, the wine fridge, all just adds to the 
luxury of the place!
Sara was so attentive to any requests we had and a bottle of wine at arrival just topped it all off.
The serenity of the place cannot be beaten, especially with the added bonus of kangaroos on the grass at dusk. The 
location is perfect, close to all the wineries and only 10 mins from Dunsborough’s town centre.
We cannot wait to return and will be recommending Bina Maya to all our family and friends!!”

“Amazing Stay!
Such a beautiful property to stay on, no detail was left un thought of and we came home feeling relaxed for a 
change. The villa was so beautiful we hardly wanted to leave! Its perfect for couples or families looking for a bit of 
extra luxury”.


